Minutes of Parking, Transportation, Security Working Team Meeting
Chinatown Working Group
March 10, 2009

Location:  Chatham Green Recreation Room (215 Park Row, basement)
Time:        6pm-8pm

Attendance: Danny Chen, Steven Maceda, Jerry Cheng, Cecilia C, Triple Edwards, Dorothy Hom, David Keuger, Lotus Chan, Jacky Wong, Jeanice Chin, Paul Yan, Bill Orchard

Through Mary Cooley of Scott Stringer's office, Gerry Bogacz from NYMTC gave an update to CATS II. The following was discussed:

- Canal Street safety
- We asked for signage on the bridge to warn drivers to slow down
  - Discussed other ways to slow vehicles down
- We discussed ways that we could create "back pressure" to discourage trucks that avoid the Verrazano Bridge toll
- Gerry brought up the possibility of making Canal Street one way
  - residents stated interest in the possibility but did not want to give any "green light" to it without further discussion and analysis

Gerry was going to go back and find out about signage and other safety measures and we would invite him back to a future meeting to discuss any updates.